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A TRIBUTE TO OLIVER SACKS

CASEY SCHWARTZ

‘What do you mean you haven’t read Oliver Sacks?’ This was a conversation taking

place in a fourth-floor walk-up apartment, whose every wall was lined with books, in

Brooklyn, New York, springtime 2013. I faced my interlocutor – a teacher of English

literature – wordlessly. There was nothing to say. Simply put, my failure to have

investigated anew the writings of the legendary English neurologist was an absurdity,

considering that at that moment, my life was consumed with the struggle to write a

book that more than trenched on Sacksian territory, a book about the emerging field

of neuropsychoanalysis, a book that involved, in part, the story of a man who, after a

stroke, had lost the ability to speak.

My host – I shall call him Chris N. – promptly reached towards the shelf above his

head and pulled down – what else? – The Man who Mistook his Wife for a Hat, Sacks’

early, classic collection of case studies. After a moment’s consideration, Chris N.

flipped to the essay entitled ‘The Lost Mariner’ and, with his perfectly fitting English

accent, began aloud:

It immediately made me think of a patient of mine in whom these questions

are precisely exemplified: charming, intelligent, memoryless Jimmy G., who

was admitted to our Home for the Aged near New York City early in 1975,

with a cryptic transfer note saying, ‘Helpless, demented, confused and

disoriented.’

‘My state exactly’, I put in, an instant testament to one of Sacks’ most profound gifts:

to let his readers identify with the very people we might otherwise see as quite alien,

quite other. In his hands, they become familiar again. Sacks had now entered my life,

and would soon become a muse, a guide, and even a moral compass.

Oliver Sacks grew up in a North London world where accomplishment was the

norm and the expectation. His parents were both doctors; indeed, his mother was one

of the first female surgeons in England. Sacks himself would, by the end of his life,

have essentially created a new genre of literature: what he himself described as ‘the

neurological novel’. Which is to say, he wrote about real life patients as a novelist

would, relishing the specifics of each person, passionately invested in their details.

Yet ‘the neurological novel’ was the term Sacks first applied not to his own work,

but to that of his great intellectual hero and mentor, the Soviet neuropsychologist,

Alexander Luria. Luria, working in the decades after World War II, contributed
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seminal texts to the neuropsychological literature, imposing volumes on the functions

of the cortex, but as well, unforgettable, detailed case studies of such astonishing

patients as Zazetsky, the Russian soldier who had suffered a grievous brain injury in

the war, and whose struggles to make sense of his world again would become the sub-

ject of Luria’s profound book, The Man with the Shattered World.

Luria and Sacks corresponded for years. They both stood for the same underlying

philosophy: they believed in the individual, the particular, the subjective. They

embodied the tradition of ‘romantic science’, ever more rare in our modern age of the

group average, the clean data point, the disappearance of the individual in favour of

the statistical. Theirs is a tradition that can be traced a bit farther in time to Sigmund

Freud. In fact, the comparison is obvious, even if infrequently drawn. Consider

Freud’s remarks in 1895, after he had turned away from the hard sciences towards the

‘purely psychological’. In Studies in Hysteria, he writes: ‘It still strikes me as strange

that the case histories I write should read like short stories and that, as one might say,

they lack the serious stamp of science’. When, more than half a century later, Sacks

began publishing his own ‘short stories’, it was perhaps all the more striking and rare

for a man of science to write, and to think, in this way, prizing and prioritizing the

human himself, over any category or diagnostic label.

In the light of this shared affinity, this common sensibility, it is not entirely surpris-

ing that Oliver Sacks was intimately acquainted with the psychoanalytic experience.

In his memoir, On the Move, the last book he published during his lifetime, a few

months before his death, he describes how, having fallen into amphetamine addiction

when he was in his thirties, he gradually realized he needed psychological interven-

tion, and began seeing a Dr Shengold in New York, a psychoanalyst just a few years

older than himself. Shengold insisted that unless Sacks gave up the drugs, he would

remain ‘out of reach’, a concept Sacks found terrifying. And so he did – over the

course of 1966. He would continue to see Shengold twice a week for nearly 50 years.

In 2000, delivering the opening remarks at the very first Congress of the new Interna-

tional Neuropsychoanalysis Society, Sacks used the occasion to discuss his own

experience in psychoanalysis. He told the crowd:

I am rather ignorant of psychoanalytic theory, but I have found it very

important to have a stable contact with someone who can listen neutrally and

unjudgementally – someone who knows my unconscious better than I know

it myself. I think this evenly suspended attention is also the sort of attention

that neurologists need.

Sacks tells us more in his memoir:

We maintain the proprieties – he is always ‘Dr. Shengold,’ and I am always ‘Dr.

Sacks’ – but it is because the proprieties are there that there can be such freedom

of communication. And this is something I also feel with my own patients. They

can tell me things, and I can ask things, which would be impermissible in

ordinary social intercourse. Above all, Dr. Shengold has taught me about paying

attention, listening to what lies beyond consciousness or words.
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And could anyone have been more generous with their attention than Oliver Sacks?

At times, it was the only thing he felt able to offer his patients. It is in his case study

of ‘The Lost Mariner’ that Sacks relays his despair as he begins to realize the limits of

what he will be able to do, as a neurologist, to help poor Jimmy G., who has profound

amnesia, the by-product of Korsakoff’s syndrome, induced by a life of heavy drink-

ing. Sacks wrote to Luria, seeking his counsel. The response came back. ‘There are

no prescriptions in a case like this’, Luria wrote. ‘There is little or no hope of any

recovery in his memory. But a man does not consist of memory alone. He has feeling,

will, sensibilities, moral being – matters of which neuropsychology cannot speak’.

Sacks reflected on Luria’s words. There would be no great breakthrough in his treat-

ment of Jimmy G. Yet ultimately, Sacks concludes, ‘There remains the undiminished

possibility of reintegration by art, by communion, by touching the human spirit’.

I often thought of this particular moment in Sacks’ writing: by then, I was deep

into the reporting process for my own book, In the Mind Fields, driving out to Long

Island, New York once a week to sit with a psychoanalyst I will call David Silvers, as

he reconstructed for me the long treatment he had conducted with a patient he called

‘Harry’, the patient who had had a stroke and become aphasic, limited to less than

five percent of his former vocabulary. The patient who had lost his voice, to put it as

Sacks himself might have. And yet, these two men, Silvers and Harry, met for seven

years, somehow forging a system of communication and understanding, however

imperfect, that changed both of their lives.

In fact, the connection I felt to Sacks and his legacy ran deeper, for Sacks and I

shared the same extraordinary editor, a relationship which is, I might posit, analo-

gous to that between two psychoanalysts who have shared a training analyst. It is a

bloodline, of sorts, and I treasured the very fact of it, like a good luck charm I

could squeeze in my hand as I fearfully, hopefully, worked my way through my

first book.

Two years after the spring night in that book-lined Brooklyn apartment, I was back

in the same apartment, lying on the sofa, reading Sacks’ new memoir On the Move,

my own book recently finished and turned in. I came to Sacks’ description of the pro-

cess by which he wrote Awakenings, the book that, when it was published in 1973,

would launch Sacks to greatness and mark him as one of our true originals.

Sacks describes going home to North London for the summer in order to complete

the manuscript. He was in a fever of inspiration, and would write all day long in the

house he had rented for himself, then cross the Heath in the evenings, to his mother’s

house, where he would read her his new pages. This was the same mother who was

brilliant and tough enough to have become a surgeon in England by the age of 27, at a

time when women did not do that; the same mother, Sacks revealed only in the last

year of his life, who was so horrified when she learned of his homosexuality, that she

told him, when he was 18 years old, he was an ‘abomination’ – and another word was

never exchanged between them on the subject. Their bond, though complicated, was

deep. When Sacks, now on the verge of 40, came home to London for the summer,

and read her his manuscript in progress, night after night, she would listen, then say:
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‘That doesn’t ring true’. He would go home, go back to the desk, rethink, revise. This

went on for weeks. Until the moment came when suddenly she said: ‘Now you have

it. Now it rings true’. And he knew he finally did.

A shock of recognition went through me. How many times had I borne clutches of

printer paper uptown, to read out loud in my own childhood home to my own mother

all the uncertain fits and starts, drafts in process, thickets of text each word of which

had caused pain to wrestle down on the page – then waiting, breathlessly, for her

response? Though in fact, the quality of silence as she listened would tell me every-

thing I needed to know. ‘This isn’t working yet’, she might say. ‘You’re not far, but

you’re not there’. Sullenly, I would trudge back downtown, wondering what I had

gotten myself into, and why. The next morning, I would begin again. Weeks passed,

then months, pages piled up, I began to feel differently. I rushed uptown. I read out

loud.

‘That’s it’, my mother said. ‘You’ve found your voice’.
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